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Lessons and values from Surah Al Hajj 
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Introduction 
In order to continue our journey we must know our destination. This is true for Hajj as well as our 
day to day life. It is very important to understand our target. The hajj journey is not an end but it is 
the beginning of bigger challenges, it is the start of the new life. 

Today we will look at Ayah 77 onwards from Surah Hajj to understand our target. 

• In Ayah 77 Allah commands those who believe to bow and prostrate and worship your lord 
so that you may be successful. 

• In Ayah 78 we are told to strive in the way of Allah. Allah is our guardian and helper. We 
should not forget Allah at anytime. We need to remember Allah more than we remember 
anyone else. Sometimes we are in the journey and we get distracted that is why we should 
remember Allah at all times as it will keep us focused. 

 

Ayah 77 –  

Ayah 42-78 – We can divide these ayahs into stations. 

First stations- Destructive nations Ayah 42:48 

Second stations-  Messengers came to guide the people and about the Shaitaan Ayah 49: 55 

Third station: Day of resurrection and Believing in Allah 56:66 

Fourth station: Denial and disbelief in Allah 67:73 

Fifth station: Conclusion of the Surah: Messengers and the message for us 67:73 
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Station 1: Ayah 42 to 48 
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• In the Ayah 42 to 48 we are told about the previous nations who were destroyed due to 
their disbelief 

• Allah tells the Prophet that if your nation is denying you then there are nations who belied 
their messengers before you. The nations belied the messengers who are the best of the 
people. We learn from this that we must not be effected if people do not accept the truth . 
We should not even argue for the truth. 

• The nation of Aad and samood belied the messengers as they felt self sufficient. The nation 
of Ibrahim belied because they believed in idols. The nation of Lut belied due to their 
desires. The nation of Shoaib were traders and they belied by cheating people of their 
due.Then Allah mentions that Musa was also belied. Prophet Musa is mentioned separately 
because he had to face two challenges i.e. Outside from Firoun and internally from Banu 
Israel as there is no nation as rebellious as Banu Israel.   

• Allah did not destroy the nations that belied immediately but Allah gave them respite and 
time to do whatever they want and to let them be deceived thinking they are right. Then 
Allah will seize them in punishment suddenly because they are very arrogant to not accept 
the guidance. After the destruction of these nations their dwelling are left behind empty. No 
one wants to occupy and nor live in these dwellings. The effect of the sins of the nations 
who denied effected their dwellings as well. This is the bad consequence of sins. 

•  In Hajj when we see rebellious people then we should not be sad because it is Sunnat 
Allah that he gives them respite and time and they think everything is happening as per 
their plan.  
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• When Allah sends reminders and a person continuously ignores then the reminders stop 
because Allah will leave such a person and he will not be nurtured.  We should not  do evil 
because in this case your nurturing will be stopped.  

• Allah commands the people to go out and travel in order to benefit and learn. In order to 
learn while travelling one needs a heart that understand and ears that hear. The understanding 
is in the heart ears are mentioned because we learn by hearing attentively e.g. the stories of 
the past nations. Here seeing is not mentioned for learning because so many times we see 
without understanding from the heart and we do not feel anything. Here we are told about 
the importance of travel and the purpose of going out is not just sight seeing. Allah tells us 
that the people  are blind who travel only for sight seeing and they do not use their heart and 
ears. The eyes becomes blind when the heart becomes blind, and when the heart is blind we 
cannot see the right from wrong. The learning happens from the heart and ears and the eyes 
complete the process of learning. This is why we have scholars who are blind because 
learning only needs the heart and ears. 

• In Ayah 47, Allah tells us the destructive nations belie, argue and they ask for the punishment 
to be hastened. Argument leads to denial and belying. Allah tells us his promise will come 
for sure because Allah never breaks his promise.  

• In Ayah 48, Allah tells us that one day with Allah is equal to 1000 years of what we count. 
So even when Noah gave dawah for 900 years it was not even one day with Allah. Therefore 
we must be patient and we must accept and submit. We should not be hasty and impatient if 
there is something we wish for a day or a year or ten years and our supplication is not 
answered. Something that we want might not happen in the timeline we want. 
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Station 2: Ayah 49 to 55 
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• We move forward in life with a pure and soft heart. We need our hearts to be purified with 
sickness and also we don’t want any hardening of the hearts. The heart can be pure (free of 
sickness e.g. jealously) and yet it can be hard ( not softened or effected with reminders). We 
move backward with a sick and a hard heart.   

• Allah send messengers with a universal message to call everybody to Allah. The messengers 
came to warn the people of the bad consequences of disobedience. Here Allah is telling the 
Prophet SAW to be very clear that his job is to plainly warn and he cannot guide or misguide 
anyone. Also here we get the lesson that we need to warn anyone going to hajj to have the 
right intention and to not be distracted from the main purpose. This is a mercy from Allah 
because if we do not warn the people they can fall into trap. At the same time when any 
warning comes to us we must not it take it personally as the message is from Allah and we 
must use the warning to upgrade ourselves.  After warning a person we must not impose 
ourselves and don’t force anyone.  

• After the warnings from the messengers we have two groups of people. One who take the 
warning and the other who reject the warning. There are glad tidings for the ones who accept 
the warnings and there is punishment for those who reject the warning. 

• The one who accept the message of the messengers will move forward will be granted good 
provision of the Duniya as well as they will have the eternal bliss in Paradise 

• The ones who belie and oppose the message of the messengers will be in hellfire 
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• In the next Ayat we are told who will be effected. When the hearts is good and soft then one 
will surrender on receiving the warning. Such a person is guided by Allah. On the other hand 
if the heart is full of sicknesses ( e.g. pride, jealously etc.) or the heart is hardened then they 
will misunderstand the message, they will hear the warnings different. The Shaitaan changes 
the message. There is a filter for the believers where they only absorb the good ( not effected 
with what is inserted by the Shaitaan) but for those who have a sick or heart  there is no filters 
and they are effected with the talk of Shaitaan.  This is a test from Allah to distinguish 
between the people. 

• Allah tells us that the Shaitaan casts his words in the message of the messengers ( The 
message can be an advice, speech, reminder or admonition). So when the message reach the 
people then it is mixed up. However do not that when the message is recorded it is not 
recorded with what the Shaitaan inserted because Allah will abrogate whatever additional is 
added. This is because whatever is inserted by the Shaitaan will be a trial for the sick or 
hardened heart. The one who is firm will understand and he will be stable till the end. The 
ones having knowledge have a filter and they will not be effected by what is inserted by the 
Shaitaan. They know what is said by the messengers is true and they will believe in it and 
they will increase in faith. When the faith is increased after the big test then their hearts 
surrender and submit to the message.  

• In life sometimes it happens that so many people want to slaughter us, we must not think 
why this person wants to slaughter us rather we need to submit and Allah will be our 
Guardian and Protector and he will save us from the trials 

• There is always a struggle outside and inside e.g. we may face challenges to come to the 
study circle and once we are in the study circle we may have challenges within the stidy 
circle as well. If we surrender and take the best then our journey starts. Allah will then guide 
us to the straight path. 

• The ones who disbelief will be circles of doubt. They will doubt the messengers and they 
will also doubt the message and in the end they will have humiliating punishment. 
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The Heart 

To take care of our heart we need to  

1. Focus on the goal  
2. Acquire Knowledge  
3. Submit and surrender  

There are two states of the heart that will prevent a person from going to the straight path. 

1. Sick heart  
2. Hardened heart 

The cure for the sick heart is Quran and Taqwa. Adopting Taqwa means not to react to the desires.  
Our sicknesses are revealed by the people around us. Allah brings the people and the circumstances 
around us to reveal to us our sickness, Our job is to focus on ourselves and apply the taqwa and not 
react. Once we react then our sickness will be revealed. The moment we change our heart at that 
very moment the people and situation around us will also change.” Its all about you” and once you 
change then you will overcome it. 

The hardened heart is when the heart is not sick but it is a hard as a rock. The hardened heart is 
like a block and does not feel anything. Such a heart is effected by the Shaitaan. 

Hardened Heart 

We will study the hardened heart from the Quran and Sunnah. The meaning of Qaswatul Qalb in 
language is hard, like a rock. In the religion Qaswatul Qalb means a person who does not want to 
listen to the truth. It can be general truth or personal truth. A person with a hardened  heart is more 
inclined to mixing with the people and does not want to have any alone time.  They have no shame 
and no fear in the heart.  

Surah Baqarah Ayah 74 
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Banu Israel is an example of a nation having a hardened heart. They had a murder and they went to 
the messenger to find out about the killer and they were asked to slaughter a cow. They askes too 
many questions because they did not want to slaughter it and finally when they did, Allah tells us 
that their hearts were hardened  When they are listening to word of the Prophet and messenger they 
will hear the message incorrectly. 

They are extremists and their hearts are hard. Those having a hardened heart will listen from the 
point of view of the Shaitaan. Their hardened hart is a punishment for their over confidence and 
over smartness 

Surah Anaam Ayah 43 

 

Allah brings affliction to soften the hearts of the people so they ask Allah humbly for forgiveness. 
The Shaitaan gave them the confidence to misunderstand the message of Allah. Allah will seize them 
in punishment when they are at the peak of their confidence.   
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Surah Zumar Ayah 22 

 

Allah will guide the ones with the soft hearts. The message of Allah effects them and their hearts 
tremble with the remembrance of Allah.The one who does not submit is the one having  a hardened 
heart.    

Surah Hadeed Ayah 16 
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This Ayah tells us how bad is the hard heart, its  cause and also tells us about the solution.  Surah 
Hadid is about balance.  Our concern should not be knowledge alone to be a bank of information, 
After few years of sending knowledge to the companions Allah sent this ayah to them that has not 
the time come that your heart is soft to the remembrance of Allah. We should not be strict on the 
outside like an iron and the heart inside is very hard. Allah wants us to be firm and to have a balance.  

The goal of acquiring knowledge is to have feelings. Allah wants our heart to be effected. Allah 
tells us not to be like those nations before who were given the book before but they spent prolonged 
time without reminders, Without reminders our heart gets dry and it becomes hard. We should 
consider knowledge as very valuable and we should not spent long time without reminders. A person 
with a hard heart will be rebellious.  

In the next ayah Allah tells us that he can give life to the dead earth similarly He can cure our dead 
heart.  So the cure of the hard heart is the mercy of Allah  

 

 


